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Notion Press, Inc., 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.VEDIC MATHEMATICS FOR STUDENTS, Level - 5 of 5 Series is the first book on Vedic
Mathematics introducing the ancient techniques and fundamental concepts present in Mathematics.
This book has detailed illustrations of all the methods explained in detail. This book helps students
increase their ability and get into their comfort zone when solving problems. Vedic Mathematics can
aspire young minds to be creative and improve lateral thinking. In ancient India, Mathematics was
known by the general name Ganitha, which includes arithmetic, geometry, algebra, astronomy and
astrology. In the field of Mathematics, ancient Indians made three distinct contributions - the
notation system, the decimal system and the use of zero. The system discovered by Swami Bharathi
Krishna Tirthaji is based on sixteen formulae (or sutras) and thirteen sub-formulae (upa-sutras).
These sutras can be related to natural and mental functions such as completing a whole, noticing
analogies, generalisation and so on. It provides one line, mental and super-fast methods along with
quick cross-checking systems. It offers concepts, methods, tricks and shortcuts to workout complex
mathematical problems fast, literally in few seconds without using calculators...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta  Ritchie IV-- Antonetta  Ritchie IV

This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting-- Liz eth Witting
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